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Abstract-we consider the approximation of stationary, electrically conducting, incompressible 
fluid flow problems at small magnetic Reynolds number. The finite element discretization of these 
systems leads to a very large system of nonlinear equations. We consider a solution algorithm which 
involves solving a much smaller number of nonlinear equations on a coarse mesh, then one large 
linear system on a fine mesh. Under a uniqueness condition, this onestep, two-level Newton-FEM 
procedure is shown to produce an optimally accurate solution. This result extends both the two-level 
method of Xu [1,2] from elliptic boundary value problems to MHD problems, and the energy norm 
error analysis of Peterson [3] (see also [4]) of MHD problems at a small magnetic Reynolds number 
to L2 error estimates and multilevel discretization and solution procedures. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study a multi-level finite element method for a model of a magnetohydrody- 
namic flow at a small magnetic Reynolds number. Consider the steady incompressible flow of an 
electrically conducting fluid in the presence of a magnetic field, as modelled by the system: 
IV-‘(u. V)u = -Vp+(j x B)+M-‘Au+f, in fi, (l.la) 
v.u=o, in 0, (l.lb) 
j = -Vp+(u x B), in 52, (l.lc) 
0.j =O, in !2, (l.ld) 
VxB=R,,& in s1, (l.le) 
V.B=O, in 0 (l.lf) 
u = 0, andcp=O, on d0. (l.lg) 
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Here, u is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, j is the electric current density, B is the magnetic 
field and ‘p is the electric potential. Further, R c R3, M is the Hartmann number, N the interac- 
tion parameter and R, the magnetic Reynolds number [5,6]. This work is specifically concerned 
with the solution at a small magnetic Reynolds number. Thus, we consider an asymptotic model 
rather than the full system (1.1). As R, -+ 0, the coupling between j and V x B in (l.le) 
disappears and the remaining system now consists of (l.la,b,c,d,g) with B considered as a known 
quantity. This model is both mathematically correct [3] and physically reasonable, since in many 
applications the magnetic field B is determined primarily by, e.g., current flow to and from the 
fluid (hence, exterior to the fluid container). Applications include electromagnetic pumps for the 
cooling liquid in a fusion reactor [7,8], and aluminium reduction cells. 
The algorithm considered is of a two-level type and can, loosely, be described in the following 
way (see Algorithm 2.1, Section 2, for a precise statement): suppose there are two finite element 
meshes IIH(0) and IIh(s2) with H > h. 
STEP 1. Approximate (l.la,b,c,d,g) by the finite element method on the coarse mesh IIH(s2). 
Solve these (few) nonlinear equations to the order of the underlying discretization error. 
STEP 2. Linearize (l.la,b,c,d,g) about the coarse mesh approximate solution and solve this linear 
problem on the fine mesh @(O). 
This paper gives an analysis of this procedure. In particular, the error analysis points out the 
relationship between the coarse mesh and the fine mesh h = Ha, which suffices for the result of 
this two-level, truncated Newton procedure to be quasi-optimally accurate. 
This general type of two-level Newton procedure was pioneered for elliptic boundary value 
problems by Xu [1,2]. An abstract convergence theory was given in [9] for strongly monotone 
operators. The Navier-Stokes case does not fit into the formalism of [9] or Xu [1,2], but nev- 
ertheless the two-level truncated Newton method was proven to converge for a small Reynolds 
number in [lo], for general nonsingular solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations in [ll], and for 
a Boussinesq model of natural convection in [12]. 
Concerning the scaling between the coarse and fine meshes h = Ha, the quadratic convergence 
of Newton’s method (see, e.g., [4, Section 7; 10,11,13]) suggests a = 2. Indeed, (Y = 2 suffices 
for quasi-optimality in the natural energy norm (Theorem 2.3). However, this can be improved 
in the Navier-Stokes case to (Y < 2+1/k, in 2-D and a = 2+1/2k in 3-D where k is the 
degree of the velocity elements used [lO,ll]. This improvement depends critically upon having 
optimal L2 error estimates for the usual Galerkin-FEM coarse mesh approximation in Step 1. 
Therefore, to examine if this improvement is possible for the MHD case, we herein supplement the 
convergence analysis of Peterson [3] by giving optimal L2 error estimates for the usual Galerkin- 
FEM approximation. 
Interestingly, this subtle point has turned out to be critical when the algorithm is used as a 
multilevel method, see [ll]. Indeed, the fine mesh solution will only be L2 optimal under a more 
restrictive scaling h = Ha’, a’ < ct, than suffices for H1 optimality. 
Section 2 presents a convergence proof for the two-level, truncated Newton method for the 
model (l.la,b,c,d,g) at small R,. Recovering the optimal scaling cr from this error analysis 
requires an L2 error estimate for the usual Galerkin-FEM (not contained in the fundamental 
paper [3]). Accordingly, Section 3 proves an 0 (H ‘+l) L2 error estimate for the coarse mesh 
approximation. We work, throughout, only on the case when a uniqueness condition holds for 
the model (l.la,b,c,d,g). This condition was first derived in [3] and is given (for completeness) 
in Theorem 2.1. 
Section 4 collects the results of Sections 2 and 3 to present an optimal 0 (h”) H1 error estimate 
for the method, which is the main result of this paper. 
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2. THE VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF (1.1) 
AND THE TWO-LEVEL ALGORITHM 
2.1. Notation 
Following the notation of [3], ii, G;,G will denote functions on R with values in lR4. We will 
write 
G = (UT, $7)T, T = (VQT, G = (WT,q)T) 
where 5, C, G are fluid velocity fields and cp, x, $ are potentials. Further, p and q are pressures. 
Define the spaces W = Hd(R)4, V = {ii : 6 E W and V. u = 0) and L;(0) = p E L2(s2) : 
Jnp d!2 = 0. The norm 1) . )I 1 on W will denote the Sobolev seminorm JJ?iJJ, = ( Jn Cf=, JVuij2dfl 
+ _I, IVv12dfl) 1’2, for all G E W. Further, 11 . 111 denotes the Sobolev norm of order 1, for I 2 0 
and functions in W or Li. 
Following [3], define the multilinear forms (cf. also, [14-161) 
+ ntw-t J u x B)) . (Vx-(v x B)) di22, for all G, V E W, 
f&(G; ii,?) = (2N)_i 
s 
$w.V) u . v-(w . V)v . u)dCJ for all U,?,i% E W, 
b(G,p) = - J pV . u dfl, for all U E W and p E L;(R). R 
2.2. The Variational Formulation of (1.1) 
It will be assumed that problem (l.la,b,c,d,g) is sufficiently regular. In particular, this implies 
that the boundary dR of R is sufficiently smooth. Moreover, we let B E Hk(R)3, and we assume 
that the exact solution U”,po satisfies Go E Hk+1(fl)4 and p” E H”(R). 
Using (1.1~) to eliminate the current density j in (l.la), and taking the divergence of (1.1~) 
gives the equivalent system 
-K2Au+K1( u . V)u+Vp-(B x V(p)-((u x B) x B) = f, in R, (2.la) 
v.u=o, in R, (2Sb) 
-Acp+V . (u x B) = 0, in R, (2.lc) 
u = 0 and 9 = 0, on 130. (2.ld) 
We use the following variational formulation of (2.1) introduced in [3]: seek ii E W,p E L;(a) 
such that 
ao (G;, G) +a1 (ii; ii, G) +b (G,p) = (f, v), for all V E W, (2.2a) 
b(C9) = 0, for all q E L;(0). (2.2b) 
In (2.3) and (2.4) b e ow, 1 a few elementary properties of the trilinear form al (.; ., 3) are collected 
for future use: 
a1 (G;; ii, ii) = 0, 
a.1 (G; Cl, v:) = --a1 (CC;; 5,G) ) 
for all G, G E W, 
for all ?i,G,G E W. 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
The quadratic nature of the nonlinearity in (2.1) is expressed in the following lemma (compare 
with [lo; Lemmata 2.1,2.2]), h w ose proof is a simple vector identity. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For all G1,Uo,& E W 
a1 (ii;‘; 2, V) = Cal (ill; GO, G) +a1 (60; $,V) 
-a1 (ii”; GO, iq +a1 (ii%O; ul-60, “) . (2.4) 
The fundamental continuity and coercivity properties of a~(., .), ai (.; ., .) and b(., .) were ex- 
plored in [3] and summarized here in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. There are constants Co, K and r] with IE > 0 and 
Ia0 (K3I 5 co Il$ IFIll, for all U,V E IV, (2.5a) 
oo (U, G) 2 fi 11?;11: 7 for all 6 E IV, (2.5b) 
Ia1 (%C~)l I N-lrl Fill ll~lll IFIll 7 for all U,G,W E IV, (2.5~) 
Ib(%P)l 5 ~ll~ll1 IIPIIOY for all 6 E W and p E L:(a). (2.5d) 
Continuity of the trilinear from a~(.; ., .) can be proven in a slightly weaker norm than H1 x 
H1 x H1. This modification is essential in the improvement of the scaling CE from 2 to 2+1/21c. 
LEMMA 2.3. There is a constant C = C(a) such that for all U,G,GG in W 
la1 (% 6 ?:)I I c llq;‘2 IFI1 f’” Il4ll IFII 1 * (2.6) 
PROOF. The proof uses the bounds in e.g., [17,18, p. 121, adapted exactly as in [ll, Lemma 2.11 
to the explicitly skew-symmetrized trilinear form a~(.; ., .). I 
In the existence proof of solutions to (2.1), it is important that the continuous problem satisfies 
a so-called “inf-sup” condition. This property is of great importance in verifying the analogous 
“inf-sup” condition for finite element spaces used for (2.1). We, thus, include the next classical 
result of Ladyzhenskaya for completeness, see e.g., [14-16,191 for a proof or more details. 
LEMMA 2.4. The bilinear form b(., a) satisfies 
(2.7) 
for some y > 0. 
Theorem 2.1 next recalls the basic existence and uniqueness result of [3, pp. 65-681 for (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f be a continuous linear functional on Ho((52)3. Then there is at least one 
solution U” E W,p” E L:(R) of (2.1). This solution satisfies the a priori bound 
IpIll I kc--l SUP l(f?v)lT (2.8) 
aqIq,=l 
where K is given in (2.5b). Moreover, if 
K -2N-177 sup l(f,v)l < 13 
VEW,IIVII1=l 
(2.9) 
this solution is unique. 
In this paper, we always assume the uniqueness condition (2.9). 
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2.3. The Two-Level Algorithm 
The two-level method is based on the given finite element method. Thus, for h > 0, let 
Xh, Yh and Sh be finite element subspaces of Ht (a)‘, Hi (0) and L;(R), respectively. Define 
Wh = {ti : u E Xh,cp E Yh} and Vh = {ti E Wh and b(G,p) = 0 for all p E Sh}. 
Assume that the following four hypotheses on Xh,Yh and Sh hold for all h > 0 (cf., [3, p. 66; 
16, p. 1251). 
HYPOTHESIS 2.1. There is a continuous linear operator rh from Hi(R)3 fl H2(G)3 into Xh such 
that 
]]u-rh(u)]]i I Chmllullm+l, (2.10) 
for all u E Hm+‘(52)3 and m with 1 5 m I k. 
HYPOTHESIS 2.2. There is a continuous linear operator rh from L:(n) into Sh such that 
for all p E H”(a) and m with 0 2 m < k. 
HYPOTHESIS 2.3. The bilinear form b(., .) and spaces Wh, Sh satisfy 
6 p> 
PCS infh;w”h Il4ll lbllo L y. 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
HYPOTHESIS 2.4. There is a continuous linear operator rh from H,(0) fl H2(sZ) into Yh such 
that 
]]‘p-rh(cp)]], 5 Chmlldn+l, (2.13) 
for all ‘p E Hm+l(fl) and m with 1 < m < k. 
Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4 are approximation properties of the discrete spaces Xh, Sh and Yh, 
respectively, whereas Hypothesis 2.3 is the so-called “inf-sup” or L.B.B. condition (see, for ex- 
ample [14-16,191). 
In the following, W H SH will denote the coarse mesh finite element space, and Wh, Sh the , 
fine mesh space. We take h = HQ with (Y = 2+ike1. For simplicity, we assume the spaces are 
nested, so that WH c Wh C W and SH C Sh c L;(R). 
We will analyse the following two-level algorithm to obtain an approximation Uh,ph to the 
exact solution Go, p” of (2.2). 
ALGORITHM 2.1. Step (i). Compute a coarse mesh approximation: choose H with H > 0 and 
find U E WH, p E SH such that 
ao (ii, V) + al (ii;; ii, V) + b (C,p) = (f, v), 
b&q) = 0, 
Denote this solution by UH, pH. 
for all 5 E WH, 
for all q E SH. 
(2.14a) 
(2.14b) 
Step (ii). Compute the final, fine mesh, approximation: let h = Ha and find G E Wh, p E Sh 
such that 
al-J (ii, G) + a1 (ii; iiH, G) + a1 (6;“; ii, G) 
- a1 (G;“; iiH, G) +~F:,P) = (f,v), for all V E Wh, (2.15a) 
b(Kq) = 0, for all q E Sh. (2.15b) 
The existence and convergence result in Theorem 2.2 for the coarse mesh approximation iiH,pH 
follows from [3, Theorem 5.11. A convergence result in L2 of order O(H”+l) will be given in 
Section 3. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let Hypotheses 2.1 through 2.4 be satisfied. Then, the coarse mesh approxima- 
tion uH , cpH,pH to the exact solution u”, (p”,po of (2.2) exists and satisfies 
IIuO-uHII1 + IlvO-cpH II1+ llPO-PH Ilo I CH”7 (2.16) 
for some constant C = C (u’, cp”,po). 
The estimate (2.16) will be needed in the convergence result for the fine mesh solution uh, ph 
which is given in Theorem 2.3. This theorem is the main result of our paper and will be proved 
in Section 4. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let Hypotheses 2.1 through 2.4 be satisfied. Then, Algorithm 2.1 can be per- 
formed to give an approximation uh, cph,ph to the exact solution u”, (p”,po of (2.1). We have the 
error bound 
j]u”-uh]]i + ]]~~~-cp~]]i + ]]P~-P~]]~ I Chk, 
for a constant C = C (u’, cp”, p”) . 
(2.17) 
3. L2 ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
In deriving a bound on the error U”-Gh, we will need a bound on the error U”-UH in the L2 
norm. To this end, let W’ denote the set of all continuous linear functionals on W. Define L = 
L2(Q4, considered as a subspace of W’ in the usual way, so that W c L c W’, the embeddings 
being continuous and compact. The norm ]I. 11 0 on lb is defined by ]]U]]o := (]]u]]i + ]]p]]i) 1’2, for 
all U E L. This section proves the L2 estimate Il~“-~HIIo = 0 (Hk+‘) in Theorem 3.1, following 
and extending appropriately the Navier-Stokes case, [16, p. 306ff.l. L2 estimates have also been 
given in Gunzburger, Meir and Peterson [4, Theorem 6.51 for the full MHD problem (l.la-g) 
with R, = U(l), under a small data condition, by a different argument than the one employed 
here for the H,,, 4 0 case. 
Introduce the map G : lu I+ G(U), for ti E W, where G (ti) E W’ satisfies 
(G(u) ,V) = ai (U;U,?) -(f,v), for all G E W. 
The map T is given by T(g) = 6, for g E W’, where 6 E V satisfies (compare with Girault and 
Raviart [16, pp. 29%3181) 
a0 (6, C) = (g, G:) > for all V E V. (3.1) 
The discrete map TH is given by TX(g) = u, for g E W’, where 6 E VH satisfies (3.1) with V 
replaced by VH. We will also use the map F = I +TG and its discrete analogue FH = I +THG, 
with I being the identity. It can be verified that F (ii) = 0 for ii E W if and only if ii = U”, and 
that FH (ii) = 0 for U E W if and only if ti = u -H. Indeed, if FH (ii) = 0, then G = -THG(6). 
Thus, U is contained in the range of TH, so that ti E VH. Prom this observation and the definition 
of TH, it follows that U = UH. 
We begin by investigating how well the map TH approximates the map T. 
Let g E W’ and consider the problem: find U E W and p E L;(Q) with 
a0 (6 5) +b (V, P) = (g, 3 7 for all V E W, (3.2a) 
b&q) = 0, for all q E L:(R). (3.2b) 
By standard arguments, using the fact that the bilinear form a~(., .) is coercive and Hypothesis 2.3, 
it can be shown that (cf. e.g., [14;16, Theorem 11.1.11 6 and p are unique, 6 = Tg, and 
ll(T-TH> gIlI 5 C__inf VEW” IF-Tgll, +Cq$ Ilm-4lo. 
(3.3) 
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The constant C in (3.3) does not depend on H or g. Hence, it follows from Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 
and 2.4 that 
$~c (( (T-TH) gill = 0, for all g G IV’. (3.4) 
To make (3.4) more explicit, we need an elliptic regularity result associated with the bilinear 
form aa (e , -) . This result is given in Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let m be an integer, 1 I m < k. Assume g E W’ f~ H7n-1(0)4 and B E Hk(Q)3. 
Let U E: W, p E L:(0) satisfy (3.2). Then, u E Hmf’(R)3, cp E H”+l(fl), p E H”(G) and 
Il~ll m+1 fllPllTn L ~lldlm-1~ (3.5) 
for some constant C independent of g. 
PROOF. Let m = 1 and g E W’ n Hrn-’ (fi)4. Let 6 E W and p E L:(R) satisfy (3.2). Then, we 
obtain from (3.2) 
Vui. Vvidfl- 
J 
pV.vdn 
n 
=-- J (VP-uxB).(vxB)dS2+ n J gaGds2, for all V E W with x = 0, (3.6a) s2 
J 
qV.udfi=O, for all q E L;(a). (3.6b) 
n 
We have VP E L2(0)3 and u, v, B E ~?~(a)~. Hence, there is a function go E ~?,r(r/~)(R)~ with 
Vui-Vvidfl- pV.vdfl= 
J 
go .vd0, for all v E Ht(s1)3. (3.7) 
R 
Since fi is assumed to be sufficiently smooth, we have (cf. e.g., [16, Theorem 1.5.41) 
‘11. E I/j&1(1/2)(Q), z for i = 1,2,3, and p E W1T1(1/2)(s1). (3.8) 
Similarly, we have from (3.2) 
J Vp.Vxdfl=- I xV.(uxB)dR+ J ax da, for all x E H:(0). (3.9) R R n 
The argument leading to (3.7) and an application of e.g., [16, Theorem 1.1.81 show that 
‘p E W2J(i/2)(0). (3.10) 
Prom (3.8) and (3.10), we deduce that (cf., [16, p. 51) 
VUi E L3(s2)3, for i = 1,2,3, and VP E L3(Q)3. (3.11) 
Using (3.11), equation (3.6) implies that the function go in (3.7) is in L2(fl)3. Therefore, 
ui E H2(R), for i = 1,2,3, and p E H’(0). (3.12a) 
Hence, u E Lm(R)3. So -V . (u x B)+g4 E L2(s2), and, by (3.9), 
cp E H2(0). (3.12b) 
Moreover, it can also be seen that ]]u]]2+]]p]]i < C]]g]]o, and that ]]p]]s I C]]g]]o, for a constant C 
independent of g. 
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This proves (3.5) when m = 1. Induction on m and arguments analogous to the above prove 
the lemma for m 5 k. I 
A bound on the error T-TH is given in Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let g E W’ n Hk-1(R)4 be given. Then, 
(3.13a) 
(3.13b) 
for a constant C independent of H and g. 
PROOF. Inequality (3.13a) follows from (3.3), Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, 2.4 and Lemma 3.1 with 
m = k. The bound (3.13b) can be proved by standard arguments (cf. e.g., [16, Theorem 11.1.91). 
For the proof, the bounds (3.5) (with m = 1) and (3.13a) are essential. I 
We proceed by studying the derivatives DF and DF H of F and FH. These derivatives are 
isomorphisms of L and Lipschitz continuous, due to the uniqueness condition assumed through- 
out. 
LEMMA 3.3. 
(i) The operator DGI-;, can be extended to a bounded linear operator from L into IV’. 
(ii ) The operator DFI-;, can be extended to an isomorphism of L. 
PROOF. Part (i). The operator DGI-;, : W + W’ can be extended to a continuous operator 
from L into W’, precisely like in Girault and Raviart [16, p. 3211. Here, one uses the fact that 
u” E H2(52)3. 
Part (ii). We have DFI;;, = I+TDGI-;,. By Part (i), TDGI;,, can be extended to a continuous 
operator from L into W. Since W is compactly embedded in L, also TDGI;;, : L -+ L is compact. 
Therefore, it follows from the Fredholm alternative that I+TDGl;,, is an isomorphism of L if 
DFI;,, (v) = 0, f or V E L, implies that V = 0. So, let V E L with DFI-;, (?) = 0. We show that 
c = 0. 
We have, thus, 
o. (?+TDG[~~ (v) ,6> = 0, for all % E W. (3.14) 
Since the range of T is contained in V, we also have V E V. We use the definition of T to see 
that 
a0 (V, %) + (DG~;;,(?), G’> = 0, for all W E V. (3.15) 
Indeed, a simple computation using (2.5~) and the a priori bound (2.8) with 6 = co shows that 
0 = a o (V, G) + ( DGI-;, (V) , V) 
(3.16) 
Using (2.9), we see that V = 0. I 
LEMMA 3.4. Let H be small enough. Then, the operator DFHI;;, can be extended to an iso- 
morphism of L. There exist constants CO and C 1, independent of H, with CO > 0 and 
Co 11% 5 IIDFHI-;, F)llo L Cl llVllo, for all ? E IL. (3.17) 
PROOF. We have 
DFI-;,-DF~I~~ = (T-TV) DGI;,. (3.18) 
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The space W is compactly embedded in L. So it follows from (3.4) that 
II (T-TH) I& 5 C(H) sup l(g,~)l, for all g E W’, 
&Iq';~l,=l 
(3.19) 
where C(a) is a function with limH,oC(H) = 0. By Lemma 3.3, Part (i) and (3.18), (3.19), we 
have 
II (~~I-;,-~~HI~o) qlo 5 C(H) II% 7 for all ? E L, (3.20) 
where C(a) is a function with lima-0 C(H) = 0. Using Lemma 3.3, Part (ii), and (3.20), we see 
that there are C,-, and Cl with Co > 0 such that (3.17) holds. I 
LEMMA 3.5. The derivative DFHIzo satisfies 
llDFH I-;(G) -DFHj;(%lll I CIF-Yh IF% 7 for all ti,?:,% E IV. (3.21) 
Here C is a constant independent of H. 
PROOF. We have 
DF~I~+-DF~I~(~) =T~(DG~~(~)-DG~~(~)), for all 6, ?, GG E W. 
By a common argument, there is a constant C, independent of H, such that 
(3.22) 
IITH4 5 c SUP l(f5W)I 7 for all g E W’. (3.23) 
ikw,~~~~~I=l 
The bound (3.21) follows from (3.22), (3.23) and the bound (2.5~) for the trilinear form al(.; ., e). 
This proves the lemma. I 
The lemmata presented in this section enable us to prove a bound for the error U”-cH in 
the L2 norm. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume the uniqueness condition (2.9) holds and dS2 is sufficiently smooth. Then, 
the error ?i”-GH satisfies 
I(ti”-UHIIo 5 CHk+', (3.24) 
for a constant C = C (u’, cp,p). 
PROOF. We have the following identity in L 
0 = FH(tio)-FH(i7H)+F(iio)-FH(Uo)= DFXI;;, (ii"-5H) 
1 + I( 0 DFI;;“.,(&-;Ff) - DFH&iio-iiH)d29+ (T-TH)G(iio). (3.25) 
Using the fact that II . (10 5 Cl1 . 111, L emma 3.5 and Theorem 2.2, we see that there are constants 
CO and Cl with 
1 
Ill ( 0 DFHI-;~+,~-;o_-;~~ -DFHl&iio-iiH) d29 II 5 CoI16'-iiHII; 5 ClH"+'. (3.26) 0 
By assumption, Go E H k+1(0)4, so that G(G”) E W’n Hk-1(R)4. Therefore, by (3.13b), there 
is a constant C with 
11 (T-TH) G (U”) [lo 5 CHk+'. (3.27) 
Let H be small enough. Lemma 3.4, the inequalities (3.26), (3.27), and (3.25) imply that 
there is a constant C, independent of H, such that (3.24) holds. Of course, C can be chosen so 
that (3.24) holds for all H > 0. This proves the theorem. I 
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4. ERROR ESTIMATE FOR THE FINE MESH SOLUTION 
In this section, we show that Algorithm 2.1 can be performed, that is, iiH,pH and Gh,ph exist. 
We also derive the error bound (2.17). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. By Theorem 2.2, Step (i) of Algorithm 2.1 can be performed. To show 
that the fine mesh approximation Gh,ph can also be computed, we use Theorem 11.1.1 in [16]. 
Thus, define the bilinear form 
B (G, i%) = u(-J (G:, i%) +a1 (a; iiH, iq +a1 (ii”; G, GG) ) for all V,W E Vh. 
BY (2.5~)~ (2.3), and (2.3a), we have 
a0 (S, V) +a1 (e; ?iH, q 2 fro Ilqlq , for all V E Vh, 
where KO = K-N-‘~K-’ suP,eW,ll;ll*=#‘~)). BY P*% we have ~0 > 0. Further, Hypothe- 
sis 2.3 is valid. Hence, the above theorem shows that Step (ii) of Algorithm 2.1 can be performed 
and that Gh E Wh,ph E Sh exist uniquely. 
The exact solution G”,po satisfies (2.2), while the fine mesh approximation Gh, ph satis- 
fies (2.15). By subtracting (2.15a) from (2.2a) and using (2.4), we find for the difference tiO-tih 
that 
a0 (GO-iih, V) +a1 (GOGH; GO-UH, 7) +a1 (GO-uh; UH, 7) 
+ a1 (ii”; P-iih, T) +b (V,pO) = 0, for all V E Vh. (4.1) 
Let UI E Vh be such that Ilti”-U’lll = inf;e”,, I~v--u~II,, and let p1 E Sh satisfy IIp”-prIlo = 
infpesh ~~4-p”IIo~ It follows from (4.1) with G = tii’-?ih, Lemma 2.1 and property (2.3) that 
uo ($-ch, Gi’_@) = o. @I-$‘, $-ch) +uo ($‘-@, u’-@) 
= o. ($_$‘$-@) + ul (&$f; $-Gh, $-3H) 
- ul ($‘-$; uH, $-uh) _ ul ($_uh; GH, $_$) 
- ai (Gi”; ?iO-iil, i&tih) + b (G1-,h,pl-pO) . (4.2) 
Hence, by Lemmata 2.2 and 2.3, 
K. I/G1-Gh/l; 5 co Iliir-ql . Ipihlll 
+ c Ipi’-iiq, * IlGO-q; 2 llt”-q;‘2 
+ A-7) pi”-ql llUHlll IIU1-Ghlll 
+ N-5) IpHIl Iliil-Ghll; 
+ r’?j IliiHIIl IpiO-ii’(I1 IIG1-tihlll 
+ 4 IIPO-PIIIo Ipq,. (4.3) 
Dividing (4.3) by IE IItir-Ghlll, and using (2.8) and (2.9), yields the bound 
IIG1-iihlll 5 cir$ pioIl 
+ Cqll$ [IQ-poll0 +c l/ii”-GHll;‘2 * llii”-iiHll;‘2, (4.4) 
where C is a constant independent of H. 
Finite Element Algorithm 
Hypothesis 2.3 implies that there is constant C such that (cf. e.g., [16, p. 1151) 
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(4.5) 
Thus, by Hypotheses 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4, we see that the first two terms of the bound in (4.4) are 
of order 0 (h”) .
As for the last term of the bound in (4.4), we apply the L2 and H1 estimates from, respectively, 
Section 3 and [3, p. 671. With h = Ha, Q = 2 + f/c-‘, these estimates yield immediately that 
this term is 0 (hk) . 
Therefore, the triangle inequality, (4.4) and Hypothesis 2.1 imply the error bound 
llG”-“‘l~l I Ch”, (4.6) 
with C = C (G”,(po,po). 
Also, by standard arguments, 1 Ip” -ph I I o is bounded (see, e.g., [16, p. 116; 191) by 0 (hk) terms, 
using (4.6) and Hypothesis 2.3. Thus, Theorem 2.3 is proven. I 
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